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To whom it may concern 

Sony Mobile Communications 
the ST21a, FCC ID: PY7PM-
 

• The differences between the ST21
bands. ST21i has a single SIM slot and ST21i2 has a Dual SIM slot. 
does not have an 
WCDMA 850/1900MHz bands have been disable which has been achieved via software 
control only. 

• PCB/trace layouts, product form factor and antenna between the two versions remains 
identical but some components have been changed specifically to support European 
bands only. 

• No changes have been mad

 

The device contains functions that are not operational in U.S Territories.
bands operational in the U.S Territories are GSM 850MHz, PCS 1900MHz. This application relates 
to these bands and additionally Bluetooth and WLAN.
 

Yours sincerely 

Lawrence Moore 
EMC and Type Approval Expert 
Global Type Approval 
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Telecommunication Certification Body 

Sony Mobile Communications AB, herby declares the ST21i2, FCC ID: PY7PM
-0120. 

between the ST21a and ST21i2 are in SIM slot design
ST21i has a single SIM slot and ST21i2 has a Dual SIM slot. 

have an insert switch key, whereas ST21i2 does have 
850/1900MHz bands have been disable which has been achieved via software 

PCB/trace layouts, product form factor and antenna between the two versions remains 
identical but some components have been changed specifically to support European 

No changes have been made to affect the GSM 850 MHz or 1900 MHz bands.

device contains functions that are not operational in U.S Territories. 
bands operational in the U.S Territories are GSM 850MHz, PCS 1900MHz. This application relates 

ands and additionally Bluetooth and WLAN. 
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and must be removed from possible use. 

PY7PM-0131, as a variant of 

in SIM slot design and WCDMA 
ST21i has a single SIM slot and ST21i2 has a Dual SIM slot. As a result ST21i 

have an insert switch key. 
850/1900MHz bands have been disable which has been achieved via software 

PCB/trace layouts, product form factor and antenna between the two versions remains 
identical but some components have been changed specifically to support European 

e to affect the GSM 850 MHz or 1900 MHz bands. 

 The only cellular frequency 
bands operational in the U.S Territories are GSM 850MHz, PCS 1900MHz. This application relates 


